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IN THE 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

  

No. 78-1107 

  

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff-Appellant 

Ve 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ET AL., 

Defendants-Appellees 

  

On Appeal from the United States District Court for the 

District of Columbia, Hon. John H. Pratt, Judge 

  

REPLY BRIEF FOR PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT 

  

I. ADEQUACY OF FILE SEARCH IS A GENUINE ISSUE OF MATERIAL 

FACT IN DISPUTE WHICH PRECLUDES SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

A. District Court Finding Violates Summary Judgment 

Standards 

Appellant contends that the adequacy of the government's 

file search for records he requested is a material fact in dis- 

pute in this case. The district court found otherwise, holding



that: 

Although plaintiff has impugned defendants' 

affidavits on the ground that they do not spe- 

cify the files searched in compliance with 

plaintiff's request, Opposition, at 12, the 

Government's response to a FOIA request need 

not be as specific as plaintiff would require, 

it being sufficient that the affiant has per- 

sonal knowledge that all files which might 
contain requested material have been searched. 

Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 384 F. Supp. 755, 759-61 

(D.D.C. 1974), remanded without opinion, 527 

F. 2d 1386 (D.C. Cir. 1976). 

As in Nolen, Supra, "[t]he Government has 

in candor and good faith before this Court, 

stated that all the records available have been 

made available to the plaintiff." 535 F. 2d 

at 891. [App. 302] 

In so holding, the district court went beyond its proper 

role in considering the government's motion for summary judgment, 

which "is not factfinding, but rather an ascertainment of whether 

factfinding is essential to disposition of the litigation .. .." 

National Association of Government Employees v. Alan K. Campbell, 

et al., D.C. Cir. Nos. 76-2010, 76-2013, 76-2022, decided May 9, 

1978, slip op. at 15. As this Court also stated in that case: 

Summary judgment is unavailable if it de- 

pends upon any fact that the record leaves 

susceptible of dispute. Facts not conclusively 

demonstrated but essential to the movant's 

claim, are not established merely by his oppo- 

nent's silence; rather the movant must shoulder 

the burden of showing affirmatively the absence 

of any meaningful factual issue. That respon- 

sibility may not be relieved through adjudica- 

tion since [t]he court's function is limited 
to ascertaining whether any factual issue per- 

tinent to the controversy exists [and] does 

not extend to the resolution of any such issue. 

(Citations omitted) National Association of 
Government Employees v. Campbell, supra, slip 

op. at 9-10. 

 



Appellees try to make out a case that summary judgment was 

proper by relying upon some language in the first of two affida- 

vits executed by FBI Agent John W. Kilty before the remand in this 

case. This affidavit, they assert, "was sufficient to make a 

prima facie case that the appellees had completely satisfied their 

FOIA obligation." [Brief for Appellees, at 16] 

However, as will be discussed in some detail below, Kilty's 

affidavit is fatally defective and his credibility was irremedi- 

ably damaged by facts developed on remand. Moreover, appellant di- 

rectly contested appellees' claim that an adequate search had been 

made and provided uncontradicted evidence that it had not. 

B. Kilty's Affidavit Does Not Demonstrate That FBI Made 

A Thorough, Good Faith Search of All Relevant Files 

In arguing that Kilty's 1975 affidavit was sufficient to es- 

tablish that the FBI has made an adequate search of its files for 

the records sought by Weisberg, appellees refer to this Court's 

decision remanding the case to the district court and assert: 

The Court's opinion did not suggest in any way 

that the Government had been shown to have 

acted other than in good faith or that the af- 

fidavits of Kilty were insufficient to show a 

proper check of the files. [Appellees' Brief, 
at 3] 

This is illogical. If this Court did not have questions 

about whether Kilty's affidavit could be relied upon to establish 

that a thorough search of all relevant files had been made, then
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then there was no point in remanding the case for further dis- 

covery to determine if records existed which had not been provided 

to Weisberg. If, as appellees submit, "this part of the case was 

essentially resolved before the first appeal," (Appellees Brief, 

at 19) then the remand decision was an exercise in futility. For 

all that Weisberg could accomplish, save to waste large amounts of 

his limited resources of time and money, would be to establish 

that records had existed which had not been given to him, and 

about which he had not been told, but for which no additional search 

need be made. 

In an effort to explain away the glaring deficiencies in 

Kilty's affidavit, appellees put their own interpretative gloss on 

it, asserting: 

. . although appellant repeatedly states that 

the affidavit fails to assert that all relevant 

files were searched, we submit ‘that is a mis- 

reading of Kilty's affidavit. Although the af- 

fidavit does not explicitly use the word "all," 

its clear import is that all relevant files 

which in Kilty's personal knowledge would con- 

tain the type of documents sought by appellant 

had been searched. [Appellees' Brief, at 16-17] 

The first problem with this is that it doesn't make sense. 

If Kilty meant "all," why didn't he say "all"? The word takes up 

very little space. It makes for a much stronger affidavit, one 

that expresses exactly what has to be asserted in order to meet 

summary judgment standards. Its omission suggests that Kilty may 

have been building his defenses against the day when other records 

which should have been given Weisberg are found in locations other



than those which thus far have been searched in connection with 

this lawsuit. 

The second problem with this explanation of "what Kilty 

really meant but didn't say" in his affidavit is that it is not 

true that the “clear import" of Kilty's affidavit is that "all 

relevant files which in Kilty's personal knowledge would contain 

the type of documents sought by appellant had been searched." An 

analysis of Kilty's affidavit shows that this is not the case at 

all. 

Agent Kilty's first affidavit, executed May 13, 1975, states 

in pertinent part: 

8. I have conducted a review of FBI files 

which would contain information that Mr. Weis- 

berg has requested under the Freedom of Infor- 

mation Act. I have had compiled the materials 

which have been furnished to Mr. Weisberg through 

his attorney, Mr. Lesar. The FBI files to the 

best of my knowledge do not include any informa- 

tion requested by Mr. Weisberg other than the 

information made available to him. [App. 54] 

Insofar as this paragraph purports to demonstrate that the 

FBI has in good faith made a thorough search for the records which 

Weisberg requested, it is fatally defective. To begin with, it 

does not attest to a personal search by Agent Kilty. The first 

two sentences seem to suggest that Kilty merely "reviewed" ma- 

terials which somebody else compiled for him, and that Kilty then 

selected those which were given to Weisberg. The affidavit does 

not state that all files which might contain relevant records were 

searched, either by Kilty or by others. Because Kilty's affidavit 

refers only to a "review" of "FBI files" and does not in any way



  

describe or specify the files reviewed, much less those actually 

searched, it is meaningless. Kilty's affidavit does not make it 

clear whether he has personal knowledge of all files which should 

have been searched or all files which were in fact searched. For 

example, it is impossible to know from the face of Kilty's affi- 

davit whether the Dallas Field Office files were searched for 

records responsive to Weisberg's request. 

Kilty's statement that "[t]he FBI files to the best of my 

knowledge do not include any information requested by Mr. Weisberg 

other than the information made available to him" is equally mean- 

ingless. There is no specification as to what is referred to by 

"the FBI files," nor is it at all clear what Kilty meant by the 

phrase “any information requested by Mr. Weisberg." The context 

seems to limit this to the spectrographic and neutron activation 

testing performed on items of evidence in President Kennedy's 

assassination. 

But Weisberg is seeking not just materials related to those 

‘tests but all other scienticic tests and examinations as well. 

For example, ex-FBI Agent Robert W. Frazier testified on remand 

that he had instructed another agent, he thought Special Agent 

Paul Stombaugh, to determine whether or not the holes in the Pres- 

ident's shirt collar coincided. It is vitally important for Weis- 

berg to obtain all materials related to this essential examination 

because he has adduced proof that clearly shows that the holes in 

the shirt collar do not coincide, thus eliminating the possibility



that they were caused by a bullet exiting the President's throat 

as alleged by the Warren Commission. [See July 28, 1977 Weisberg 

Affidavit, 109-146 (App. 141-148); October 15, 1977 Weisberg Af- 

fidavit, {132-161 (App. 333-338) and {188 (App. 345)] Yet it is 

evident that Kilty's affidavit, executed nearly two years before 

Frazier's deposition adduced the first evidence that such an exam- 

ination had in fact been made, does not address itself to the issue 

of a search for materials related to this examination. There is no 

evidence in the record which even suggests that Kilty had personal 

knowledge of this examination at the time he executed his May 13, 

1975 affidavit. Nor does the record contain any statement that 

any search for materials related to this examination of the Presi- 

dent's shirt collar was made subsequent to Frazier's deposition. 

On this basis alone, Kilty's 1975 affidavit is inadequate 

to support a finding that a thorough search of all relevant files 

has been made. There are, however, still other reasons for 

questioning it. 

C. Evidence Shows That Other File Locations Were Not 

Searched 

As shown above, insofar as Kilty's affidavit was intended 

to make a showing that the FBI conducted a thorough search for the 

records sought by Weisberg in this lawsuit, it is fatally defective. 

In addition, Weisberg has also produced extrinsic evidence that the 

FBI's search was not thorough.



At the March 30, 1978 status call, Weisberg's counsel at- 

tempted a brief explanation as to what had been accomplished by 

the depositions which had already been taken. He specifically 

raised the issue of whether there had been an adequate file 

search: 

we have also established the locations of 

files which apparently should contain docu- 

ments of the kind that we are requesting, and. 

apparently those files have not been searched. 

Specifically, the Dallas Field Office of 

the FBI, and the Communications Division of 

the FBI. There are also other files that we 

are uncertain as to whether or not they have 

been searched, and we would hope to establish 

that from a short deposition taken of Mr. Kilty, 

and Mr. Marion Williams, who are FBI agents who 

have searched the files in response to this re- 

quest. [App- 108] 

Appellees made no attempt to respond to the questions thus 

raised. The FBI did not deny, under oath or otherwise, that the 

files of its Communications Division and its Dallas Field Office 

should contain records pertaining to Weisberg's request. Nor did 

the FBI respond to the assertion that those files had apparently 

not been searched for documents responsive to Weisberg's request. 

In fact, when Weisberg noticed Kilty's deposition in order to 

ascertain the nature of the search made, appellees filed a motion 

to quash which was granted by the court before Weisberg's counsel 

had even received it. 

In his October 15, 1977 affidavit, filed in support of his 

motion for reconsideration, Weisberg set forth facts which make



it obvious that the FBI has not made a thorough search for the 

records he has requested. His statements are worth quoting in 

extenso: 

12. %In its Opinion this Court conjectures 

about what it designates as FBI "practice," 

having been misled by its trust in the deposi- 

tions of the former FBI agents and having been 

denied demeanor evidence, as well as a testing 

of its credibility. Their testimony was not 

full, not forthright and not truthful. 

13. I have knowledge of the actuality of 

FBI practice with regard to the distribution of 

the reports of the FBI Laboratory from having 

obtained a very large number of unexpurgated 

samples of this in another case. It is the reg- 

ular practice to distribute memoranda, reports 

and other written communications throughout the 

top FBI hierarchy. Some of the copies of origi- 

nal records I possess contain dozens of initials 

and bear the initial routing directions showing 

this. Some records bear the names of 10, perhaps 

more, officials to whom separate copies are sent. 

In an effort to withhold this intelligence from 

me in this matter, such records have not been 

provided. Instead, I have been given copies with 

such names obliterated from them by masking. 

More on this withholding follows. 

14. I have not yet been given copies of any 

of these records distributed elsewhere within 

the FBI. 

18. * * * My request is for all records, 

whether or not duplicative. Over the years I have 

paid the FBI for many seeming duplicates. Ina 

sufficient number of instances I have found that 

duplication is not exact, that seeminly identical 

records are not identical. However, in this case, 

my request is for "all." * * * 

19. I did not require Frazier's testimony to 

know that as the "00" in FBI code, or the "Office
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of Origin," the Dallas Field Office has exten- 

sive relevant files. However, his testimony 

does establish this. It is the standing FBI 

pretense that all such records are duplicated 

in headquarters, "“FBIHQ" or "SOG," its modesty 

of self-description meaning "Seat of Govern- 

ment." This is a pretense I have, since filing 

of my prior affidavit, been able to establish 

as false. Although in another matter that 

court and I had been assured of full compliance 

from FBIHQ central files, when I persisted I 

obtained what as of the time of this affidavit 

is about 10,000 relevant pages from a single 

field office. I also have been informed that 

about 6,000 more are being copied. This is 

when-not all the field offices are being searched. 

These are records that are not alleged dupli- 

cations of those in headquarters. * * * While 

the FBI practice of having a "do not file" system 

has recently become public knowledge, what is 

not generally known is that it uses its field 

offices as a means of burying what could be em- 

barrassing if exposed from the Washington files. 

20. In FOIA matters "00" can be what in 

slang is known as “the circular file" and in Or- 

well as "the memory hole." That I have not re- 

ceived a single piece of paper from the Dallas 

Field Office in this instant case... . is ir- 

refutable proof on noncompliance and of the de- 

liberateness of noncompliance. Frazier's depo- 

sition confirmed my prior knowledge, which is 

what led to his being so questioned. 

21. There is no evidence before this Court 

in which the government states that all known 

files were searched. I have sought this infor- 

mation without success. * * * Aside from the 

records of the higher echelons to which copies 

are sent and from which nothing at all has been 

provided, I state, without stating that it is 

the full extent of my knowledge, in Headquarters 

alone there are these files that should be 

searched in compliance and about which there is 

no affidavit of there having been any search at 

all:
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No. 62-109060, Assassination of John F. 

Kennedy. 
No. 62-109090, Liaison with the Warren Com- 

mission. 
No. 105-82555, Lee Harvey Oswald. 

22. So that this Court can better understand 

the obfuscation that is built into the FBI's 

filing system, I state that my FOIA requests are 

filed under a "100" number. That is reserved for 

what to the FBI is "Internal Security." [App. 306-308] 

As Weisberg stated in this affidavit, the fact that he was 

not given any records responsive to his request from the files of 

the Dallas Field Office or other locations is irrefutable proof of 

noncompliance with his request, which is for all copies of such 

records. regardless of whether they are alleged duplicates or not. 

This circumstance alone makes reliance on appellees' claim that 

there was a thorough search untenable. 

II. DISTRICT COUT ABUSED ITS DISCRETION IN DENYING PLAINTIFF 

DISCOVERY ON ISSUE OF ADEQUACY OF SEARCH 

On remand Weisberg initially sought to establish that 

records had been created which, if still extant, would be respon- 

sive to his FOIA request. Once he had accomplished that, he then 

indicated he wanted to take the depositions of two FBI agents who 

presumably would be able to shed some light on the nature of the 

search which had been conducted by the FBI in response to his re- 

quest. Accordingly, he noted the deposition of FBI Agent John W. 

Kilty. However, the district court quashed the deposition on ap~
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pellees' ex parte representations that this would be "burdensome"2/ 

and was beyond the scope of the remand because "Kilty had not per- 

sonally participated in the investigation of the Kennedy assassi- 

nation." [Appellees' Brief, at 5] 

Appellees now respond to Weisberg's argument that they have 

failed to show that an adequate search was made by stating, ina 

footnote: 

Appellant asserts that a litigant is en- 

titled to conduct discovery to challenge the 

good faith of the search for documents, citing 

National Cable Television Association, Inc. v. 

FCC, 156 U.S.App.D.C. 91, 479 F. 2d 183 (1973). 

That case dealt with an entirely different 

issue. The FCC did not claim that it did not 

have the requested documents, but that the spe- 

cific documents were not identifiable among 

many others. The Court held that discovery 

should be used to identify the particular doc- 

uments desired. 

  

Here the trial court found no evidence of 

bad faith by appellees. Further, the actions 

of the custodians were not the issue to be 

considered on remand. The remand was to allow 

discovery from those personally involved in the 

laboratory work on the assassination investiga- 

tion. Their evidence supported appellees’ as- 

sertion that they have no additional documents 

responsive to appellant's request. {Appellees' 

Brief, fn. 15, at 18-19] 

  

When this case was first in district court, appeliees—ob- 

jected to Weisberg's interrogatories on the ground that they 

were burdensome and the district court opined that they were 

"oppressive." This notwithstanding, on remand appellees 

failed to object to a single interrogatory. Since forcing 

this case to another appeal is obviously more costly and bur- 

densome than taking the Kilty and Williams depositions would 

have been, it is apparent that appellees had an ulterior mo- 

tivation for opposing them.
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The text of National Cable makes it clear that appellees' 

place an unduly restrictive interpretation on it. In Association 

of National Advertisers, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, et al., 

28 Ad. L. 2a 643 (D.D.C. 1976), then Chief Judge Jones of the Uni- 

ted States District Court for the District of Columbia construed 

National Cable in exactly the same way as has Weisberg. Confronted 

in that FOIA case with plaintiff's challenge to the adequacy of 

the search for responsive documents, Chief Judge Jones ruled: 

It is clear that civil discovery is a 

proper method for pursuing factual disputes as 

to the adequacy or completeness of an agency 

search for records requested pursuant to the 

FOIA. See National Cable Television Ass'n, 

Inc. v. FTC, 479 F2d 183, 193 (DC Cir 1973). 

Where the record before the court indicates 

that the agency search was reasonably thorough, 

however, discovery may be limited by the court. 

See Exxon Corp. v. FTC, 384 F Supp 755, 759-60 

(D DC 1974), remanded without opinion, January 

28, 1976 (DC Cir No. 74-1966). Association of 

National Advertisers, Inc., supra, 28 Ad. lL. 

2d at 644. 

There are at least five reasons why the district court should 

have allowed Weisberg to proceed with discovery on the issue of 

the adequacy of the file search in this case. First, the Kilty 

affidavit is too vague and unspecific on its face to demonstrate 

that a thorough search of all relevant files has been made. Sec- 

cond, the depositions of former FBI agents, particularly that of 

ex-agent Robert W. Frazier, establish file locations which have 

apparently not been searched and from which Mr. Weisberg has re- 

ceived no records. This deposition is corroborated and added to
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by Weisberg's October 15, 1977 affidavit. Third, the alleged 

failure to perform certain vital tests and the purported lack of 

records on some that were performed contrasts sharply with the 

FBI's conduct where the tests were of little or no significance. 

Fourth, facts developed on remand irremediably damaged the credi- 

bility of John W. Kilty, the FBI agent who executed the May 13, 

1975 affidavit that is the sole basis for appellees' claim that an 

adequate search has been made. Fifth, evidence that Warren Com- 

mission findings are in error and that FBI misrepresented facts to 

the Warren Commission and withheld important information from it 

gives the FBI a strong motivation for withholding embarrassing rec- 

ords through such guises as hiding or "losing" or “destroying" them 

and by failing to search all relevant files for them. 

The first two reasons have already been discussed in detail 

above and need not be treated again. The others, however, deserve 

some attention. 

A. Inconsistency in Laboratory Testing and Record-Keeping 

In his October 15, 1977 affidavit Weisberg noted that the 

FBI Laboratory took immaculate pains with regards to its tests 

and examinations in-some-areas, and kept records on them: 

106. As an example of the fineness of de- 

tail of the scientific work of the laboratory, 

there is its work on Oswald's pubic hair and 

his blanket. The Commission's Report goes into 

detail on pages 586-591, complete with the elab- 

orate FBI charts of an entire hair, a longitud- 

inal and a cross-section of the hair and of 

cotton, wool and viscose fibers. There was no
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question about the blanket. Indubitably and 

uncontradictedly, it was the blanket of Lee 

Harvey Oswald. Yet with the collaboration of 

the Dallas police, the FBI obtained pubic hair 

from Oswald before he was killed, compared it 

with the fabled precision of the FBI lab with 

hairs vacuumed from Oswald's blanket and, after 

exhausting all the possibilities afforded by 

science, the FBI lab concluded first that these 

were pubic hairs, next that they were Oswald's 

pubic hairs and thus that, because Oswald's 

. pubic hairs were on the blanket, the blanket 

that everyone knew was Oswald's, indeed was Os~ 

wald's. In keeping the Director's word in this 

instance, the lab did the totally unnecessary, 

and made and kept records of it. fIt did this 

for all the world as though anyone other than 

‘Oswald's wife should have concern over whose 

pubic hiars were on what was without peradven- 

ture of doubt known to be Oswald's blanket to 

begin with. [App. 326-327] 

This is totally at variance with the picture that has been 

painted with respect to the vitally important tests and examina- 

tions which are the focus of Weisberg's request. As the follow- 

ing paragraph of Weisberg's October 15, 1977 affidavit states: 

107. With the FBI having used the lab in 

such futilities that are at best window- 

dressings, the same FBI and the same lab now 

. . « want it believed that it was less dili- 

gent with the actual evidence of the crime; 

that like the biblical maiden entrusted with 

the keeping of the family vineyards, her own 

vineyard she did not keep. ft made no single 

meaningful report on the overall spectrograph- 

ic or neutron activation testing; noen of the 

a combination of these tests; has no real re- 

port of any nature; does not have most of its 

own work records; that it went to all the 

trouble of conducting costly tests at the 

overloaded Oak Ridge reactor and didn't bother 

to keep even the printouts while seeing to it, 

as Gallagher himself testified, that nobody 

would have the remotest notion of what was 

tested or the actual results of the testing. 

[App. 327]
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The absurdity of appellees' claims (and the district court's 

findings) 

affidavit: 

That 

is summed up in earlier passage in this same Weisberg 

86. * * * Despite the alleged informality 

of "practice" in the FBI, presumably even more 

informal when the President was killed, we have 

the representation of the Opinion of nobody 

minding the store. We have a Gallagher who 

forgets to make notations, does not know what 

happened to his records, even does computer 

calculations in his head and then makes no no-~ 

tations of them. "He might have skipped the 

step of noting down the readings and done the 

tabulations in his head" is the conjecture at 

page 6. From the Opinion the hazard to the com- 

puter industry is great indeed. Given enough 

Gallaghers, there would be no need for these 

fantastic calulators. The ERDA printouts I have 

received of four-digit figures are pages wide 

and of many pages. It is a unique Gallagher who 

can keep all of this in his head, not making 

notes, yet not recall making any tests and com- 

parisons when asked about them, about the killing 

of a President and about studies for a Presiden- 

tial Commission. Only thus are there no records. 

Gallagher carries in his head what for other hu- 

mans requires the most sophisticated and elabo- 

rate of advanced machinery. But this same marvel 

of a head is utterly devoid of other recollections. 

Unless it has a record to confront. Faced with 

the lack or records on the Q3 he claimed not to 

have remembered at all, Gallagher then alleges he 

replaced the machine and did the calculations in 

his head. Making no notations, of course, because 

he was in Oak Ridge, not Washington, because there 

was nobody else to answer to in the FBI and no 

Presidential Commission to satisfy. Nobody else 

had to know anything. [App. 321-322] 

the FBI thoroughly tested insignificant items of evidence 

and kept records on those tests but claims not to have performed 

essential tests or to have lost or not made records on such tests 

severely strains one's credulity. It is a factor which weighs in
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favor of allowing Weisberg to use the traditional tools of civil 

discovery to explore the dispute issue of the adequacy of the file 

search. 

B. Kilty's Credibility Was Irreparably Damaged on Remand 

Appellees' entire case hinges upon the first Kilty affidavit 

and an unrestrained willingness to perceive in its nebulous language 

a statement that all relevant files which might contain the records 

sought by welebery have been searched. Even if Kilty's affidavit 

stated this--and it does not--it could not be believed. The facts 

developed on remand damaged Kilty's credibility irretrievably. 

In his first affidavit, executed May 13, 1975, Kilty swore 

that "[n]Jeutron activation analysis and emission spectroscopy were 

used to determine the elemental composition of the borders and edges 

of holes in clothing and metallic smears present on a windshield and 

curbstone." [App. 53] His second affidavit, executed June 23, 

1975, directly contradicted the first, stating unequivocally that: 

"NAA was not used in examining the clothing, windshield or curbing." 

[App. 59] 

When the Department of Justice answered the interrogatories 

put to it on remand, Kilty again swore that Q15, the windshield 

scapings, had not been subjected to NAA testing. [App. 102] In 

addition, he also swore that speciment Q3 had not been tested by 

NAA. [App. 103] Yet the evidence adduced on remand shows that 

both Q15 and Q f3 were tested by NAA. [App. 652, 671-673]
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Appellees now admit that “several erroneous statements have 

been made in this case." [Appellees' Brief, at 18] This is suf- 

ficient reason why no court should rely upon Kilty's untested word 

to conclude that a thorough search was made. But appellees-and 

the district court--seek to explain away Kilty's sworn statement 

that the windshield scrapings (Q15) and bullet fragment Q3 were 

not subjected to neutron activation analysis by asserting that 

these "errors" were a consequence of good faith confusions on his 

part which resulted from his reliance on "virtually blank work- 

sheets." [Appellees' Brief, at 9-10] 

This explanation just won't wash. First, the single sheet of 

paper on Q15 which the FBI gave Weisberg shows the time this speci- 

men went into the reactor and the time it came out. Thus, the at- 

tempt of appellees' counsel to testify on behalf of Kilty is frus- 

trated by the fact that the one thing this document shows beyond 

doubt is that specimen Q15 was subjected to NAA. Kilty swore first 

that it was, then that it wasn't. His second affidavit was false. 

Second, Weisberg has been given no "virtually blank" worksheet on 

Q3. Unlike Q15 and other NAA tested specimens, there is no sheet 

of paper showing that it was put into the nuclear reactor and no 

worksheets showing how the results were computed. However, Q3 is 

listed on a chart along with other specimens. Unless the chart or 

the Q3 entries on it were fabricated, this clearly shows it was 

subjected to NAA. Yet Kilty swore it was not. Thirdly, the "vir- 

tually blank worksheets" explanation does not explain how Kilty
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came to swear in his first affidavit that the windshield scrapings, 

the President's clothing, and the curbstone had all been subjected 

to neutron activation analysis. No worksheets or other records 

have been produced in regard to any NAA testing of the clothing or 

the curbstone and it is now alleged that no such testing took place. 

Finally, it should be pointed out in his first affidavit Kilty 

swore both that "[a]ll available data" relating to "[1]aboratory 

examination data which may be available regarding testing done on a 

curbstone" had been furnished to Weisberg's attorney on March 31, 

1975 and that "[t]he FBI files to the best of my knowledge do not 

include any information requested by Mr. Weisberg other than the 

information made available to him." [App. 53-54] In his second 

affidavit he stated that a laboratory worksheet already furnished 

Weisberg “is the notes and results" of the spectrographic testing 

of the curbing and that "[a] thorough search has uncovered no 

other material concerning the spectrographic testing of the metal 

smear on the curbing." What these declarations concealed was the 

very material fact that rhe FBI knew there were "missing" records 

pertaining to the spectrographic testing, notably the spectrographic 

plates and "the notes made therefrom." Had this Court not distrusted 

Kilty's affidavits and remanded the case, the fact of these missing 

records would still remain concealed. Today, because of the facts 

developed on remand, there is even less reason for trusting Kilty's 

affidavits.
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C. FBI Has Strong Motivation For Not Locating Embarrassing 
Records 

Appellees seek to prejudice this Court by asserting that "much 

of the deposition questioning . . . deal not with what tests had 

been performed and what documents created, but with evaluations of 

evidence relating to the correctness of the conclusions of the War- 

ren Commission." [Appellees' Brief, at 4] They emphasize that the 

district court found that allegations as to destruction of assassi- 

nation evidence’ and falsification of test results were irrelevant; 

and that it held that questions as toe "whether tests ought to have 

been made, or even whether tests that actually were made should have 

culminated in the preparation of reports" were also irrelevant. 

[Appellees' Brief, at 7-8] 

Appellees' cited no specifics to support their characterization 

of the deposition questioning. The depositions, which have been re- 

produced in their entirety as Volume II of the Appendix, show that 

the focus of the questioning was always on whether tests were or 

should have been performed and did result or should have resulted in 

the creation of records. Weisberg contends, however, that he could 

not begin with the preconception that the Commission concluded in 

opposition to FBI reports and other records, and that some inquiry 

into the basis for Commission's conclusions was necessary in order 

to determine whether those conclusions were founded upon records not 

provided him, or to establish that, given the nature of the evidence, 

certain tests and examinations were called for and should have been 

made, with the results preserved in some form of record. In addi-
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tion, Weisberg contends that questions as to whether tests should 

have been performed and records on them created and kept are indeed 

relevant to the FBI's denials that such tests were done or that 

records on them were made and preserved. Particularly where the 

assassination of the President is concerned, it cannot be presumed 

that the FBI didn't do what it should have done. 

The FBI has an exceptionally strong motivation for not con- 

ducting a thorough search of all records sought by Weisberg. A 

prime example of this is the missing spectrographic plates and 

notes on the testing of the curbstone allegedly struck by bullet. 

The FBI's so-called definitive five volume report on the assassina- 

tion completely omitted any mention of the "missed shot" associated 

with this curbstone. The FBI pretended for months that it could not 

find the curbstone. [See July 1, 1975 Weisberg Affidavit, 442-59, 

App. 73-78] However, in August, 1964, at the specific insistence 

of the Warren Commission, the FBI at long last located the curb- 

stone and subjected it to spectrographic analysis. On the FBI's 

representation that the testing disclosed metal smears which "were 

spectrographically determined to be essentially lead with a trace 

of antimony," the Warren Report found that: 

The mark an &he curb could have originated from 

the lead core of a bullet but the absence of cop- 

per precluded “the possibility that the mark on 

the curbing section was made by an unmutilated 

military full metal-jacketed bullet such as the 

bullet from Governor Connally's stretcher." 

Warren Report, p. 116. 

The Warren Report thus concluded that "the evidence indicated that 

a bullet fragment did hit the street." Ibid.
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The evidence clearly indicates, however, that what was once 

a fresh chip, scar or hole in the curbstone has since been altered. 

Where photographs taken at the time of the assassination show a 

portion of concrete missing and the lighter color of the previously 

unexposed concrete, there is now a perfectly smooth surface which 

is darker rather than lighter and of a different shape. [See July 

28, 1977 Weisberg Affidavit, 177-197; App. 156-162. See also 

Tague Affidavit, App. 254-280] 

Weisberg has charged that the chip in the curbstone was 

patched and that the FBI knew it. [See October 15, 1977 Weisberg 

Affidavit, 125-131; App. 331-333] Additional evidence on this 

point was obtained after the appeal in this case was taken. It is, 

therefore, not in the record of this case. However, Weisberg would 

make an offer of proof based on an August 5, 1964 FBI report which 

states in pertinent part: 

Additional investigation conducted concerning 

mark on curb on south side of Main Street near 

triple underpass, which it is alleged was possi- 

bly caused by bullet fired during assassination. 

No evidence of mark or nick on curb now visible. 

Photographs taken of location where mark once 

peemnes - . «.- (Emphasis added) [See Addendum 

It is apparent, therefore, that the FBI tested a specimen 

which it knew had been altered and was no longer relevant to the 

actual assassination shooting. It did not tell the Warren Commis- 

sion this. Nor did it inform anyone else of this drastic altera- 

tion of evidence. This is abundant reason for the FBI not to lo- 

cate "missing" spectrographic plates and notes which might further 

manifest the nature of the fraud.
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IIIT. OFFER OF PROOF WITH RESPECT TO EXISTENCE OF RECORDS 

Appellees frequently assert that records sought by Weisberg 

which did exist were either "destroyed as duplicative" or "dis- 

carded in periodic housecleanings." [Appellees' Brief, at 11-12, 

14, 20-22] There is no first-hand testimony to this effect, how- 

ever, and the district court quashed depositions which Weisberg 

sought to take which would have addressed the closely related 

issues of the existence of records and the adequacy of the file 

search. Weisberg dia point out, however, that the only spectro- 

graphic plate said to be missing is the one on the curbstone, and 

that no space would be saved by discarding it. 

Very recently Weisberg obtained documentary evidence which 

bears directly on the existence or mecouds he has not received and 

the alleged destruction of some such records. On the basis of 

these documents, Weisberg would make an offer of proof that: 

1. As noted in a July 19, 1965 FBI memorandum, the FBI 

Laboratory made a review of "various Laboratory reports and other 

documents" and "carefully scrutinized the 202-page listing of 

documents submitted for our coview.” [Addendum 2] 

2. That on August 1, 1969, in accordance with the October. 31, 

1966 order of Attorney General Ramsey Clark that the national inte- 

rest required that the entire body of evidence considered by the 

Warren Commission and then in the possession of the United States 

be preserved intact (31 Feceral Register No. 212, Nov. L, 1966), 

the Special Agent in Charge of the Dallas Field Office was in-
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structed that "all bulky exhibits and evidence" in specified files 

on the assassination of President Kennedy “should be indefinitely 

retained." [Addendum 3] 

3. That a January 31, 1973 memorandum reflects that the Dal- 

las Field Office was again advised to retain its bulky exhibits on 

the Kennedy assassination and reference was made to "the semi-annual 

inventory of Bulky Exhibits." [Addendum 4] 

4. That a January 7, 1977 teletype from the Dallas Field Of- 

fice provided an Lnvennery of its files on the Kennedy assassination 

and stated: "No known materials relative to .. . the above listed 

files related to the John F. Kennedy assassination have been de- 

stroyed under the destruction of files and records program." [Ad- 

dendum 5] 

5. That a February 15, 1969 memorandum to the Dallas SAC re- 

ports on the finding of a bullet in the vicinity of Commerce Street 

and the Stemmons Freeway which the finder said "appeared to have 

ricocheted off of something" and which he suggested might be the 

third bullet in the assassination of President Kennedy; but that 

Weisberg has not been provided with any records regarding the test- 

ing of this bullet. [Addendum 6] 

These newly obtained records cast the severest doubt on claims 

that vitally important records on the testing of Kennedy assassina- 

tion evidence were destroyed or discarded. In addition, Weisberg 

points out that he initially requested spectrographic records on 

May 23, 1966 and that there has been virtually continuous litigation
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on this matter since 1970. If destroyed after Weisberg's request 

was made, then this was done in violation of Departmental regulations. 

In addition, if destroyed, there should be a record of that fact. 

Appellees submitted none to the district court. 

CONCLUSION 

On remand Weisberg established that records were created that 

have not been given him. A partisan court peremptorily cut short 

Weisberg's discovery so he could not test whether an adequate search 

was made for extant records. The court then threw out the case. 

Many of the district court's findings are plainly erroneous, 

others highly suspect. Lack of space has precluded Weisberg from 

addressing each of these errors, many of which are repeated in appel- 

lees' brief. Instead, Weisberg has focused on the central issue: 

there is no competent evidence of a thorough search for records that 

there is every reason to believe are still extant. The adequacy of 

the file search is a disputed issue of material fact precluding sum- 

mary judgment. Weisberg also should have been allowed to undertake 

discovery on the nature of the file search. The government's opposi- 

tion to this is evidence that it is more interested in grinding Weis- 

berg up in endless litigation than it is in resolving this case on 

its merits. For these reasons, the decision below should be re- 

versed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

  

James H. Lesar 

910 16th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Attorney for Appellant
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ABOVE VOLUMES ARE APPROXIMATELY 13 LINEAR FEET IN SIZE. ! 

THIS FILE ALSO CONTAINS 301 EXNLBITS WLTH MANY INDIVIDUAL 

EXHIBITS CONTALNING NUMEROUS PHOTOGRAPHS AND MOTHER DOCUMENTS. {+ 

THE EXHIBITS ARE APPROXIMATELY ‘TWO LINEAR FEET IN SIZE. 
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186 EXHIBITS, WITH MANY INDIVIDUAL EXNLBITS CONTAINING NUMEROUS 

PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTNER DOCUMENTS. ‘THE EXHIBITS ARE APPROXIMATELY 

' PIVE LINEAR FEET IN SIZE. 

5. THE PRESIDENTS COMMISSION ON ‘THE ASSASSINATION OF 
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Tranamit the following in 
  (Type in plaintaxt or code) | ! 

(Pracedance) 

“DL 89-43 PAGE FOUR 

PRESIDENT KENNEDY. BUREAU FILE 62-109090. 

62-3588. 
DALLAS FILE 

THE DALLAS OFFICE SUBMITTED ROUTINE COMMUNICATIONS, 

A REVIEW OF THE 26 VOLUMES CONTAINING THE RESULTS OF HEARINGS 
BEFORE THE PRESIDENTS COMMISSION IS SE FORTH IN THIS FILE. 
THIS REVIEW WAS CONDUCTED BY SAS OF TIE DALLAS OFFICE. 

THIS FILE CONSISTS OF TWO VOLUMES CONTAINING 189 SERIALS. 
THE ONLY EXHIBITS IN CONNECTION WITH THIS FILE ARE BOOKS 
DEALING WITH ‘THE PRESIDENTS COMMISSION AND TWO AFFIDAVITS 

hy FROM SAS OF THE FHI. 
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FOR THE ADDI'PLONAL LNFORMATION OF ‘THE BUREAU, THE DALLAS 

OFFICE HAS ES'TABLISHED A SPECIAL JONN-F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION 

FILES INDICES CONSISTING Of APPROXIMATELY 40 LINEAR FEET OF 

3" BY 5" INDEX CARDS. THESE INDEX CARDS ARE MAINTAINED SEPARATE 

7] FROM THE GENERAL INDICES. ALSC ESTABLISHED WAS A SPECIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS INDEX IN TH EARLY MONTHS OF THE JFK ASSASSINATION 

INVESTIGATION CONSILSTLNG OF APPROXIMATELY 24 LINEAR FEET OF 

5° BY 8" INDEX CARDS WHLCIL ARE ALSO MAINTALNED SEPARATE FROM 

THE GENERAL INDICES. 

NO KNOWN MATERIAL RELATIVE) TO “THE MAKTIN LUTHER KING, 

JR. ASSASSINATLON (MURKIN) AND THE ABOVE LISTED FILES 

RELATED TO THE JOHN F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION HAVE BEEN 

DESTROYED UNDER THE DES'RUCTION OF FILES AND RECORDS PROGRAM.     
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was ° 7 Setonsay fOae me, tee: . . a oe Sige ai 

Beets * cm ou fred Ov Cl wena" 22, la 7 : ee 4k a 
» APS ee s 4 °; 
ee a UNITED ‘SLATE: WSVERNMENT : 

ee ve Sie . . wt oy: 
: epee "e “e ‘, et Me 1; 

: ee Memorandum ; : 
| eipe . 

ioe FR. BATS. oes PAC yt 3 DALLAS (8y- 43)2,1 yen ae Sey 2 2/15/6934 May of TS ae 
a@et 4 . . te oe So a -ae ‘ Z5 .- . : ATR UE te ease oe ead lg la big te SA Se Se ta Semel Pee A | pte. ae Cg lyse a Ue EE «eS ate MR toe Sa Bes PERS A os * My 

sues KOM 4 SAY ALANED 4 Cy ELLINGNON 1 eg9 obs be 
\ 4 vs . 

vot ure a4 “2 4. . . yo : a pe age neo ‘ 
: 

SSASSINA'TLON OF PRES IDENT ‘ ee 7s ~ 

io 
"ne wee so \ r- 

fo ayedy at eh tet els a 
’ . oy 

JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY, 
NOVEMBER GX YXE 22, 1963, 
eae Texau ja rote ee 

a atta . Sie a -e ee Pe yL- Se abe * 
a a ee RD in bn ae sdag :    

Wha Sto ec —< a4 . AvER, MISCELLANEOUS. “ANFORMA'T LON - “CONCHA LNG y is 

  

1 @ % “oe Ne et . J 
® ae aie ome a dea, ; “ 

2 ood o- LE 
aie 42 ~ vs Wr ka 

Sk a Saal we, at. 2 ext 

2 "On thin dute, WX ML. OLLVER,.. G10 Phoenix ‘Drive, telephone” “% 
“EM (8-2140,. contactéd the Dallas Office by telephone, and adviged “% 
he 1s employed by the Texusb/Hivhway Department, and was.so0 employed 

during October and Novembef, 1908. During this peridd, (October 
a or November, 1908) while tie’was working in-the vicinity of Commerce 

‘1 Street “and ‘Stemmorie Foeewuyy- "at the Comoerce’ Street. Jentrance:..rry.si" 
wn tQ North Stemmons Freeway", he Ae u_bullet. whteh Appeaned ta’ fe 

“ "have ricocheted off of bene bh bag” 4 te at eae ie Devens 
ti oop ee a ty a Pak tye a tng er 
fs He! paid he picked uf bids ‘Poliak ‘und put it tn his pocket” 

> «and has had it in his posusebaion wince that time. He said the 
bullet was “somewhat corruded, ‘us if it had been in the ween ge 

*. 0 for a long time". He said he mentioned his finding of the bullet 
LED kes tO DIS engineer, who buyeested tl may be the "third bullet"™ °° 
i ategers eis = en! which he: had-heard about’ in ¢gummection with'the assassination,ol: 

: aa toe: * President KENNEDY, since - ‘he a a At wll sUBk, sbaut, ithe eaent apete 
. cee eh vei! wo, t s fe * pe 

1 cee, 
¢ ints Sips Gen ah Bla. Mr.- OLIVER. ‘said he hus eet! ry Lig, to ‘ema contact, uy PMR, 8 Mey 

weet es GARRISON J! .tneNew Orleane" xa for ubout ‘the last 2<or: ry. “weeks ; pres 
a Pei deel butwhas -been: beeen he Tce aa desires: ito furnish this bullet-to.y 3’ 

~
u
 

{PES ee “the | FBI "if you want Ab". . Cee a eget od i 
\ wy fee a . 8, ao tig ee gare aa ees noe 

DE h5 0S! i ened! 88 aes ce 

a an Se ee wt He seid xhx he db cur rently working on Highway 114, near: es 
LSMPSETT vein Highway 183, and can be reached through the Texas Highway. * le ate 

, Pee .. _ Pepe rtaent field. office in that area, BL 4 3556 - -. is ‘ ey *h Fs 
PORES Sher IS a mee 
PaaS. NO, “y MP, OLIVER: ga 1d he dvs nyt khow what “caliber this }eouiy ~ “ya “a 

i -\erbullet'is,’ but that the £rsabioxxthex& “Pront”: of the bullet tig.:. 4’ 
w\)tbhe only dawuyed portion, und Iu: feels the caliber can be a re 

‘ eusily ‘determinedy by: somuyme “who knows something about | ; 

“Giaks THD “sa r 
eal CCouiF£D ? ‘3 
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